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I always speak to a crucial difference in testing (which I will talk about in a few minutes), and speak about “did I do
the right thing” versus “did I do the thing right.”
As I was about to write the catalog listing for this talk, I reflected on the word “did”, and realized that it is an
acronym for “Dissociative Identity Disorder”, which is known as “multiple personality disorder” to normal
laypeople, like myself.
Being a film buff, this immediately reawakened a memory of “The Three Faces of Eve”, a 1957 film adaptation of a
case study by Corbett H. Thigpen and Hervey M. Cleckley. The film was based on the true story of Chris Costner
Sizemore, known as Eve White in the film, a woman who suffered from Dissociative Identity Disorder.
I now just had to watch this film (starring Joanne Woodward and Lee J. Cobb) again! I put these thoughts together
for the catalog, placed the film’s poster on this slide, and told you this story.
Other than that, the film has nothing at all to do with the topic at hand…
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[first ask group to respond… usually very amusing]
We commonly think of a test as a way to prove something and see if it is true or if it works. But just what do we
mean “it works?” What we mean is that it does what we expect it to do, or does what it’s supposed to do. OK.
Fine. But let’s think this through.
Remember scientific method? In science, we try to learn ever more about the universe. What separates scientific
method from just pure deductive reasoning is that many parts of the universe are still too difficult to simply take
what we know, think it through, and generate new and non-obvious truths about the universe. The basic reason is
that until we verify that our thoughts are correct, we simply have engaged in a form of mental self pleasure. So
when Newton got beaned with an apple and suddenly came out with the first differential equations that were
supposed to explain motion, for 200 years, scientists experimented to see if Newton’s law (and here, I’m going to
say, assumptions about a universal truth) were true. Did they prove it? No. They proved that their observations
fit the predictions that Newton set forth. But you can’t really prove physics, at least at this level. What the
experiments did was build up a tremendous amount of collaborating data that would make any reasonable person
believe beyond any reasonable shadow of doubt that Newton’s way of describing motion is probably correct. So
all of those 200 years of testing doesn’t really prove Newton right. It just proves that he’s not wrong. Yet.
So it is with computer programs. There are branches of computer science that attempt to prove an algorithm from
first principles and all assumptions. Now, if you’re ready to see a real proof of software, feast your brain on
“Software Division and Square Root Using Goldschmidt’s Algorithms” which you can find at
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/Reports/TR-08-2004/rnc6_12_markstein.pdf, among other places. This is
supposed to prove that the algorithms devised by Robert E. Goldschmidt, first published in his Master’s Thesis at
MIT in 1964 in a paper called “Applications of Division by Convergence” actually work. As you are probably aware,
division (and God forbid square roots) has always been the long pole in CPU performance. In 1964, a guy by the
name of Robert E. Goldschmidt was getting his Masters from MIT, and he devised an algorithm for getting better
performance from a CPU doing division. Over the years, Goldschmidt’s algorithm was implemented in many
different computers, starting with the IBM S/360 model 91 and the IBM S/390. Even more recently, it has been
used in the AMD-K7 (and who knows where else). Yet the algorithm was never proven to really work until about 6
years ago. But if you read the paper on that proof, you’ll see just how mathematically challenging a proof for

something as simple as division can be! And we haven’t gotten past division yet. Imagine trying to prove that our
new missile tracking system works! It’s not going to happen. And even if you proved correctness, you’d have to
convince the BA and product sponsor types that you are on to something worth the time and money to pursue.
Talk about a fantasy!
Tests are not proofs. But the fact that something works is not proof that we got it right. But when the test doesn’t
work, it shows that we got it wrong. Ain’t scientific method grand?
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There are loads of terms that we throw around when we talk about testing. Here’s a few and what I think they
mean.
Ad Hoc Testing. Some people think that if you add a little Latin to the mix that it somehow raises the quality of the
thought. Ad Hoc Testing is what you do when you’re too lazy to put together a plan for testing. This is really an
extension of the Eddington Monkey Theory (given enough monkeys at typewriters, one will bang out complete
works of Shakespeare) that implies that testers are low life forms, incapable of putting something meaningful
together, so we’ll let them bang away at the keyboard and they’ll probably break something that we’ll then fix. Ad
Hoc testing works. If you have an infinite amount of time to test with. But it’s not a great way to test if you want
to get the job done reliably and at minimum cost.
Alpha Testing is testing when development is nearing completion; minor design changes may still be made as a
result of such testing. Typically done by end-users or others, not by programmers or testers. What they test and
how they go about it are unspecified. See Ad Hoc Testing.
Beta Testing. Testing when development and testing are essentially completed and final bugs and problems need
to be found before final release. Typically done by end-users or others, not by programmers or testers. What are
we looking to find then? Oh. The final bugs. The very last ones in the product. See Ad Hoc Testing one more
time. OK. Truth be told. We do alpha and beta testing because people expect it to be done for commercial
products, and you can never tell how creative a monkey might end up being using your product in an unintended
fashion.
Smoke Testing. This is a widely misunderstood testing concept. I once asked a project manager I worked with how
she defined this. She said that it’s a quick test of the system, one that shouldn’t take longer than the time for the
average PM to go out and have a smoke. The funny part is, that’s more than half right! At an earlier stage in my
life, I had a developer working for me that used to work at CalComp Plotters (anybody remember them?). Anyway,
they did real smoke tests. They would design a new printed circuit board for a plotter, plug it in, and see what
happened. If it smoked and caught fire, they knew that further testing was not required. Do you know why they
didn’t just check to see if the ground leads were far enough away from the hot traces to avoid the boards catching
fire? Because all the engineers employed at CalComp were boys, and they liked the smoke and occasional fire. So

smoke tests, while easy, don’t pay your system the highest of compliments when it comes to telling you if
everything is OK.
Usability Testing. This is generally a “user-friendliness” check. We test things like application flow. Can a new user
understand the application easily? Is there proper context sensitive help for whenever a user gets stuck at any
point? And so on and so forth. This is something that we don’t get into much with IT type software. It primarily
shows up with commercial mass market software, where a market differentiator is how well your interface works
and how nice it looks. With IT sorts of software, unless people commit egregious sins, no one is that worried about
the fact that the colors used on the home page aren’t really complementary or that the 3 dimensional shadow
found in the icon set varies from one page to the next. Business people become completely dollars and sense
pragmatic on these sorts of things.
Regression Testing. Now we are starting to get to things that you need to care about. When we find an error,
should we fix it and hope that we never have to hunt it down again, or do we fix it, and test that it never occurs
again? The obvious answer is that once we spend the time and effort on finding and fixing a bug, we would be
foolish to not continue to test that the bug stays squashed in future builds of the system. Of course, doing this
manually saps away time and effort needed for more testing and development, so we need to open up our tool
chest and find something that uses automation and tests away at this time and again. Hold on to this concept for a
moment. There’s a real tie in with an upcoming topic.
QA Testing. I have no idea how to define this sort of testing. It’s some or all of the tests defined above (but usually
not the ones that require developers) done by people wearing QA hats. That’s about the best I can do.
And now for a useful distinction: black versus white box testing.
Black Box Testing is where testing is done without knowledge of the internal system design. Tests are
based on requirements and functionality. As you can see, this is the type of testing that users, as well as
many QA people, like to perform. The theory is that if tests are done knowing how they are implemented,
then people will only test things that work and not think about what the system is supposed to do and
end up testing only what it does correctly. Point taken but not conceded.
White Box Testing is testing is that is done based on knowledge of the internal logic of an application’s
code. Also known as Glass Box Testing. Internal software and code working should be known for this type
of testing. Tests are based on coverage of code statements, branches, paths, conditions.
So in the end, the distinction is that between “Did I do the right thing?” versus “Did I do the thing right?”.
Unit Testing. A unit test is a piece of code written by a developer that exercises a very small, specific area of
functionality of the code being tested. Usually a unit test exercises some particular method in a particular context.
For example, you might add a large value to a sorted list, and then confirm that this value appears at the end of the
list. Unit tests are performed to prove that a piece of code does what the developer thinks it should do. That it
does the thing right. Unit tests, by themselves, leave open the question of whether that’s the right thing to do
according to the customer or end-user. That it does the right thing. That’s really what acceptance testing, and it’s
progeny is all about!
Notice that unit tests are uniquely white box in nature, whereas all the other tests we talked about are
probably black box in nature.
Where do executable requirements fit into all of this? In reality, these can be considered to be the BA and
user equivalent of unit tests, except they shouldn’t require a developer to put them together. It’s far
easier for the normal BA type to edit a wiki page and add some tests than for her to open up Eclipse, write
some mocks in Java on system dependencies, and then write some more Java code to test the system
under discussion.

Notice how I didn’t include the concept of automation in unit tests. Until right now. Unit tests really
shine when you have an automation environment that lets you run them at will, easily and quickly.
Hundreds or thousands at once.
File this under great business ideas. An idea for a bumper sticker. “Real programmers have GUTs.” Good
unit tests!
And now for the grand finale for this slide. Acceptance testing. One form of this is the old fashioned “get out of
jail free card” called a User Acceptance Test that we would hand to our customers when the product was ready to
deploy. They were allowed to take a final look and say “Nah. Still not good enough. Try again.”
But now that Agile is bringing everyone into the same development tent, we want our business types to tell us
when a story is done, so we can cross it off and move on to the next small slice of user functionality. In Agile
process terminology, the acceptance test that we now are talking about is the “back of the story card” which tells
us what we need to achieve, that is, what the product owner needs to see, to say that a story is complete. This will
require implementation of enough software stack for them to run that part of the system.
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The big issue is that, because of the tools and the very process of developing software, people will make mistakes.
It’s all a matter of finding and fixing the mistakes, the risk of finding a defect late in the game, and how much all of
that finding and fixing bugs costs.
Let’s look at a cost of defect curve over time (draw on board and credit Scott Ambler, Kent Beck, and Lou
Delmonico)
So, to answer the question. There’s absolutely nothing wrong with the old way of doing things, if you don’t mind
that it costs a lot more, is more nerve racking, and probably causes cancer (doesn’t everything else?)
This is really simple. If we find our defects by testing, then we should move our testing forward in the software
development process, so we test at a point where defect remediation is cheap.
What I’m proposing is that if we want to develop software better, faster, and cheaper, we need to turn testing on
it’s head! (draw to emphasize) We used to start with design, when we had enough design we would start coding,
when we had enough code we would start testing, and then we’d keep cycling. Using development modalities
such as Test Driven Development, now, we want to start with testing, code when we defined enough tests, and
refactor (design) when we have coded enough. We’ll see some examples of what this looks like in just a bit.
But first, I have to get past a little problem that you may be bursting to challenge me with. Right about now, you
may be saying “How can you possibly test things that you haven’t coded yet? And how can you code things that
you haven’t designed yet?” We will answer these questions later in this presentation.
But let’s talk about something easier now….
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Anyone in the audience want to give this a whirl? Actually, it’s a trick question…
But first. Let’s talk about that word “requirement”. And let’s shine some Agile light on it.
None other than Kent Beck, in “Extreme Programming Explained” book stated:
Software development has been steered wrong by the term requirement, defined in the dictionary as
something that is mandatory or obligatory. The word carries a connotation of absolutism and
permanence, inhibitors for embracing change. And the word “requirement” is just plain wrong.
Out of the thousands of pages used to describe requirements, if you deliver the right 5, 10 or 20 percent,
you will likely realize all of the business benefit envisioned for the whole system. So what were the other
80 percent? Not requirements - they weren’t mandatory or obligatory.
So now. Back to this slide. What is the difference between requirements and tests? The answer is - I don’t really
think there is a meaningful distinction!
When we write requirements, we say what we are expecting under a scenario that will occur (after the code is
written) and record that as a “requirement”. Then, after the code is written, we validate that the expectation is
met by setting up the scenario we are testing for, and run the test (which usually results in tons of debugging to
figure out why we aren’t getting the right result!)
So, when we write a requirement, we might say “The system shall return 7 when 3 and 4 are added together.”
A test for the same thing could be written as “Input 3 and 4 and use the add function. The result should be 7.”
I ask you. Is that much of a difference?

So, why do we classically insist that analysts write the requirements, hand them off to developers (who may end
up interpreting them ever so slightly differently), who then hand off the code to the testers (who also interpret the
requirements, perhaps ever so slightly incorrectly, to form their tests)?
One reason to do it is that we like to track requirements changes between all of the copies. “Could I have a show
of hands of all the people in this room that enjoy requirements tracking?” “Is that a good use of corporate
resources?”
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DO THE RIGHT THING!
We want to come up with a way to bring testing forward and allow us to define done, in an Agile story card sort of
fashion, before even starting to code! And we need to do this in a way that is cheap and easy to run by machine,
so we can always be testing at very little cost.
If we do that, then get the following benefits:
We have a very detailed way of knowing when the functionality that we defined is actually completed. It
should literally be as easy as looking for a green instead of a red.
We have an excellent and quick way of ensuring that functionality does not regress when we attempt to
make forward progress.
We can get a clear and accurate metric of what’s done and what’s not done. When tied back to Agile
velocity and Product Backlog size, we can automatically compute, as soon as the code checks in and the
acceptance test runs, the derived duration left for development
Bear in mind here the duality of the situation. We are utilizing black box testing to ensure that all the questions
that the Product Owner stated she needed done are in fact done acceptably, from a functionality standpoint.
That doesn’t preclude some very fast and evil person reading each request as entered from the software and
faking together an answer that looks really convincing. Convincing enough to fool us that the software is solid. In
other words, we can ensure that the functionality desired is there, but we can’t ensure that the code produced the
results reliably.
Is that enough?
Sadly, no.

We will also have to make sure that the next person reading our code can understand what we did, or all of the
investment that we made putting the code together will be lost when this next guy has to start all over.
In other words, technical excellence is just as important to the code we deliver as the functionality.
So, how do we check that?
Thought you’d never ask…
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DO THE THING RIGHT!
We must test that we wrote the code right. That it is good and solid. That it doesn’t have to be scrutinized from
scratch every time we need to change it to have different functionality.
As you might guess from the second word in the title to this slide, that involves testing. Unit testing.
I’m sure that you remember from just a little while ago that unit testing is white box in nature. In other words,
programmers look at their code when they write the test.
Let me go two steps beyond that. If we want to write great code, and who doesn’t, we write the test before we
write the code. Test first development. But we can do even better than that!
Modern code is written using unit tests, but in a way that downplays the test aspect of it. Modern code should
always be developed using what’s called “Test Driven Development”.
In TDD, Kent Beck taught us that we never write a single line of code without a failing automated unit test. And
that once we write the code that makes the test past, we remove duplication.
I’m not going to take this lecture into a full TDD focus, but I will say this. We need a 5 step rhythm to code
development

Write a test
See the test fail
Make the test pass anyway you can
Make sure that all your tests pass

Refactor
When you follow this rhythm, you will see that the unit tests you are writing are not as much a way to test code as
they are a way to write code that never fails. When you write a new piece of functionality, you are certain that all
of the old functionality still works. You have the ability to fearlessly make your code better. You can avoid
“Frankenstein Solutions”, because you aren’t operating in fear of breaking functionality as you extend the code.
Wow. I think I feel a tear welling up…
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OK. OK. I see that look in your eyes that say, “Sounds like a lot of testing, and not so much coding. Exactly how
does this save me money?”
Now, you didn’t forget the cost of defect over time curve, did you?
How about if I supplement it with a couple of facts?
I want to give you four numbers from “Evaluating the Efficacy of Test-Driven Development: Industrial Case
Studies”, Bhat and Nagappan. Proceedings of the 2006 ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Empirical Software
Engineering, 2006, pages 356 – 363.
They studied several teams at Microsoft, some doing TDD and some not. They reports results like this:
STATISTIC
| TEAM A
| TEAM B
---------------------------------------------------+------------+-----------Decrease in defects/KLOC over team not using TDD
|
2.6X |
4.2X
Increase in time taken to code
|
25-30% |
15%
In other words, there was a phenomenal increase in quality for a slight increase in cost. AND. The defects found
later would have to eventually be fixed, but their cost to remediate would be so much higher than when we found
them at TDD time, or at worst, at acceptance testing time.
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You may be asking yourself at this point, “If I have acceptance tests written by users and unit tests written by
developers, and that’s how I get software that is better, faster, and cheaper, why do I need QA people at all?”
It’s a fair question. But let me ask you a question back. Did you hire your QA staff to stamp the code with “QC
PASSED” as their only job? Certainly you’ll agree with me that if your goal is to deliver quality code that you aren’t
going to test your way into quality code – refer back to the Eddington Monkeys. That strategy will take you an
infinite number of testers and time. We can’t afford that.
Do you want your QA people to merely design the tests from requirements? That seems strange. If we can agree
that requirements and tests are basically the same thing, then why do I need a staff to copy and paste one into the
other, getting it wrong every now and again due to some transcription or translation error?
My claim to you is that the reason you want QA people around is to use that head of theirs! They need to be
involved from the start, but not just writing the tests (such as acceptance tests). They will really add value when
they think through the problem domain, much as a classical business analyst did, and find pools of missed
scenarios.
And remember this. QA people are not merely gatekeepers and not merely analysts. They are developers in their
own right. While it’s true that normally they are developing using scripts and other automation facilitators, if you
have the right QA people, they are coders, too. There is nothing like a QA person who finds and fixes a defect! We
are looking in an Agile process to reduce waste. The artifact that we are looking to produce in a software
development system is the software. Not some great log of history of who found which defect, the outcome from
a triage hearing, the prioritization board’s decision, the assigned development team member, and the new QA
tester. There is simply no user value in any of that history. We put up with that waste when we need to batch
unfinished work from one set of people to another. But what if the defect found is small enough and well
understood enough for the QA person to just dispose of it? Can you give me 58 reasons why that is a bad idea? …
I didn’t think so.
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There are some fine distinctions that we could draw between the various tools and frameworks that can be used
to capture and test user features (the Agile version of requirements).
For purposes today, I will lump executable requirements and acceptance tests together, and look talk about the
two aspects that I find important for this discussion:
The tests can be written by end users. These will need to be end users who get some training, but they
are not developers.
The tests can be automated to some degree. For purposes right now, what I mean is that the tester does
not have to invoke the user interface manually.
There are some commercial products that can be used. I will only speak about the open source tools, as they tend
to have more features and cost a lot less.
Let’s take a quick peek at some of the more popular products out there.
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Fit stands for Framework for Integrated Test, and is an open source tool developed by Ward Cuningham in 2002.
It integrates the work of customers, analysts, testers, and developers.
Customers (our Product Owners, in Agile terminology) provide examples of how their software should work.
Those examples are then connected to the software with programmer-written test fixtures and automatically
checked for correctness.
The customers' examples are formatted in tables and saved as simple HTML and are accessible to nonprogrammers. If you can code an Excel macro, you can write Fit tests.
When Fit interprets the document, it runs the tests in it, and creates a copy. The new page colors the tables green,
red, and yellow according to whether the software behaved as expected.
FitNesse is a web server, a wiki, and an automated testing tool for software. It is also a sort of IDE for Fit.
The great thing that Fit/FitNesse has is very fast feedback from the customers and to the developers.
Developers need to provide a small amount of support by writing easy to code “fixtures” that link the Fit tests to
the system under test.
These fixtures are the glue that ties the System Under Test to Fit. They follow the familiar Design Pattern of an
Adapter.
There are dozens of fixtures that facilitate loads of different convenience functions, but usually all of your code can
be tested with two fixtures, which we will discuss in a couple of minutes.
But first, let’s see Fit/FitNesse in action!
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I wanted to show you something more than the ordinary “Hello World” examples for today.
That will mean that while you’ll see some more complicated scenarios, they will be ones that
are more real world in character.
First thing you need to know is that Test Suites are composed of Test Pages, and that Test Pages
are composed of Tests.
Here, we see a suite of 5 Test Pages being run, holding a total of 350 tests. This particular run
took about 3 seconds to run on a virtual machine running on this laptop.
Fit uses color coding to guide your eyes. Green is good. Red is bad. There are yellows used for
issues (like a fixture not being present, and so on).
I will now click on the link for Test Page 5, the “Inventory Check” step in my tests.
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All that we’re seeing is that we can “drill down” in results.
That becomes even more useful when there are problems that the tests point out.
As in…
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A Test Suite with a problem.
We see at a quick glance that there’s a problem with the suite.
We can drill down to the problem quickly, and…
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We discover that a particular value was expected to be 2, but was coming back as a 1.
Yes, I simply doctored the page to expect a bad value, so I could have the page fail.
But that’s a good place to take a look at what the tests look like coded in Fit/FitNesse…
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As you can see, this is a pretty bare bones wiki page.
But, we can easily mix narrative with tests.
The level of technical knowledge to put the page together is pretty low.
And where I have the cursor. That’s where I changed the expected value for the particular test from 1 to a 2.
It’s just that easy!
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Back to those two basic fixtures. The “Swiss Army Knife” of fixtures is called the column fixture.
It is a generalized function tester for your code. Given a set of input variables, return something that combines the
variables and that value is then tested in the Fit page against an expected value.
The fixture works by inheriting from and then specializing the Fit Column Fixture interface. Public variables are
used for providing the inputs. The public function is the one that is called out in the Fit page.
We simply supply the ¾” to ½” adapter to make our code conform to the ColumnFixture, and we are free to use
our imagination to test the world!
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So, here’s an example of using the column fixture.
I want to test my login authentication mechanism. The mechanism I used was a simple userid and password
function that either returns “Member not present”, “Bad Password”, or “OK”.
Yes. This is not a perfect authentication challenge/response way of doing things.
But it made my example look a lot neater!
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There’s one thing that Column Fixtures can’t test, which can best be described as “Rowsets” of associated data.
But that’s easily handled with the Row Fixture.
We can test that we get the right number of rows (no surplus rows and no missing rows), and that the rows
contain the right sets of data for each row.
The fixture works by inheriting from and then specializing the Fit Row Fixture interface. The GetTargetClass type is
overridden with a class that you will use to represent a row of data with. The Query method is also overridden to
perform the actual array of rows that are to be tested against.
The GetTargetClass type is a simple class that implements an Icomparable interface (it has a constructor and
implements the CompareTo method). The public attributes match the row headings in Fit.
One feature of a row fixture is that it will work without regard to ordering of the collection. There is another
fixture known as an Array Fixture that handles that, if you need to check the order within the set.
There’s a lot to say about Fit/FitNesse, but time is not our friend today.
However, I do want to say a little about a newer acceptance testing framework that is a really great idea, if you are
dealing with a testing audience that can handle it.
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We spoke a bit before of Test Driven Development as a practice to ensure that the code does the thing right.
Here’s the converse of that. A practice that makes sure that we do the right thing.
The mission of a BDD tool is to allow a non-technical person to write and execute high level descriptions of
software functionality
We can call the things written tests, examples, requirements, specifications. Doesn’t really matter very much.
What is important is that these tests are at the functional and integration level.
Writing these tests first allows us to do acceptance driven development, as the stories that we work with will have
very crisp definitions of done!
Dan North describes BDD as “writing software that matters” [in his The RSpec Book] and outlines 3 principles:
Enough is enough: do as much planning, analysis, and design as you need, but no more.
Deliver stakeholder value: everything you do should deliver value or increase your ability to do so.
It’s a behavior: everyone involved should have the same way of talking about the system and what it
does.
In the broadest sense, BDD is all about communication and viewing your software as a system with behavior. BDD
tools such as Cucumber enable you to describe the behavior of your software in a very understandable way:
understandable to everyone involved.
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To quote “The Secret Ninja Cucumber Scrolls” (see http://cuke4ninja.com)
Cucumber is a functional test automation tool for lean and agile teams. It supports behaviour-driven
development, specification by example and agile acceptance testing. You can use it to automate
functional validation in a form that is easily readable and understandable to business users, developers
and testers. This helps teams create executable specifications, that are a goal for development,
acceptance criteria and functional regression checks for future changes. In this way, Cucumber allows
teams to create living documentation, a single authoritative source of information on system functionality
that is always up-to-date.
Wow. That’s pretty strong stuff for even an open-source project! But they seem to have left out cures for male
baldness. At least it didn’t work for me. Your results may vary…
Anyhow, that first mouthful that got gasped over was Behavior Driven Development. What? Well, it’s been
around almost as long as Fit has been, but it’s always lingered in the shadows. Why? Maybe it has to do with how
one of the founders, Dan North, has described his work over the years. A little over a year ago, Dan described BDD
as
… a second-generation, outside-in, pull-based, multiple-stakeholder, multiple-scale, high-automation,
agile methodology. It describes a cycle of interactions with well-defined outputs, resulting in the delivery
of working, tested software that matters.
I’m not sure that anyone can really understand what that means!
Let’s just say this. Unit testing, especially when it’s done from a test first mindset, is a very powerful and precise
way to describe functionality. You can specify anything in a unit testframe and automate the testing. The only
problem is that it takes a developer to do it.

When we’re looking for a tool that allows us to do acceptance testing, testing that we did the right thing, we need
the conversations of the users to be front and center. And, there is no doubt in my mind that the average user is
not going to code their acceptance tests using an IDE to type into. That’s why Fit/FitNesse is so wonderful.
But, there is a distance between what Fit/FitNesse does and what BDD tools like Cucumber do. And that has to do
with the utilization of the Domain Language in a story telling fashion.
I’m going to give you a very short example of what Cucumber coding and results look like. I’d like to impress upon
you that I believe Cucumber is the way for many organizations to go forward, but only for those organizations that
have the skills that can handle it. It’s more demanding than Fit/FitNesse, but it doesn’t necessarily require subject
matter experts to put up with full frontal code in an IDE setting to get anything done.
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Cucumber organizes it’s executable requirements into Features and Scenarios.
On the left, you can see a couple of scenarios for a feature that is to be developed.
Notice that we start off with (or at least should start off with) an Agile type of story to describe a feature. Not
reams of requirements and specifications.
We then break this down into scenarios. You will probably want to use the same sort of thought process as when
you wrote use cases. That is, a happy path, followed by as many exception and alternative paths as are needed to
fully describe the functionality desired.
Both features and scenarios are named. You have a huge amount of freedom with how to write the scenario, but
you will want to use something that makes sense in your domain.
The secret sauce that bridges the Cucumber testing framework (which is actually in Ruby) with your code relies on
a dual pair of feature and step definition files.
In the example shown, the features file is on the left. It should read like a stylized story, without the character arc
we so often look for in films. ;-)
But it’s the step definitions that do the heavy lifting. As you can see, they will usually rely on regular expressions to
parse the feature’s story and use the assert model that we will encounter for real when we look at unit tests. In
fact, Cucumber uses the unit test framework to handle some of it’s work, such as the result reporting and
automation integration.
Now, while it’s true that ordinary users will be able to write feature files, it’s going to be the developer who has to
write the step definition files. And these step definition files are far, far more complicated to write than the simple
Fit/FitNesse fixture adapters we saw a little while ago. Notice the annotation on the code for the step definitions.
There’s a lot of integration magic that occurs in that!
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The results from Cucumber are a lot like Fit/FitNesse (or unit tests results, as we will see in a minute). Green is
good (our expected values matched the results we received), and red is bad (we didn’t get out expected values).
But enough talking about how users can write acceptance tests that tell us if we did the right thing.
Let’s look into making sure that we did the thing right!
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I want to make sure that we turn your head in the right direction here.
For unit tests, we are removing the veil of black box testing of “we have no idea of how this code is working,
because we are only interested in user functionality/”
Unit testing is all about white box testing. We will code to make the tests work, and we will test all sorts of edge
and boundary conditions that ensure that our code is robust and solid.
I don’t want to get into the quagmire of whether or not you need separate people to test the code after it has
been written, because the developers “know too much about how the code works” and can therefore “avoid all of
the pitfalls.” While that is true, I wonder if we supply work through all of the features together, and define what’s
acceptable and what’s not as we go, whether we don’t end up in a better place. And, not to jump ahead (but I
will), I do know that the idea of using automation to check our work all of the time, each and every time, is far
preferable to using people to run the code through it’s paces!
But anyhow, without further ado, let’s take a look at some unit tests…
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What you’re looking at here is a fragment of the business end of a set of unit tests for a C# program.
There is annotation that directs the test framework to find things like where the tests are, where the setup and
teardown code is, and so on.
Also of great interest is the Assert framework. This where we are able to set conditions for “I expect this” behavior
from our code. When we write Test First and Test Driven Development code, these are the assertions that we
want to fail first, so we can ensure that we code a feature in correctly with a test to check that the code works.
Asserts have a rich set of conditions useful to a developer to make things read well. We can test for value to be
equal, to be the same (actually point to the same object as another), be greater or less than, be
empty/true/false/null and so on.
The great part about working in the IDE is that when we see a failing test, we can use the IDE to step us through
the code to the point of failure, so we can groan, hit our forehead with our hand, and yell “DUH!” when we see the
error in our ways!
Let’s take a look at running unit tests.
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This is the output for a particular Unit Test suite. We had 84 tests that executed in a second. When we write tests,
especially unit tests, so they run quickly, they will get used all the time.
We never want to be in a situation where our tests take so long to run that we are tempted to not run them due to
time constraints.
If the tests take 10 minutes to run, but a code and compile cycle takes only 10 seconds, we will be tempted not run
the tests as we write the code.
When that happens, we end up in the same place as when we want to get more in shape, so we join a gym.
But find that we don’t like the time and effort that going to the gym takes.
So, we don’t go to the gym as often as we should.
And we end up needing the gym more than ever.
Enough preaching on physical fitness.
How about an example of what a failing test looks like?
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Here’s a failing unit test. Can’t miss it.
What’s great about unit tests that fail is that we are told immediately that they aren’t working. So we can enforce
the rule that we don’t check in broken code.
And not just that.
When a test fails, we are told what’s not working, where it’s not working, and what the expected value is versus
what it should have been.
And as I alluded to a couple of minutes ago, we can easily run just one, or just one hierarchy of tests with a
breakpoint that allows us quick and easy access to the error.
Cutting down on the time to find and fix an error only helps keep the quality up.
Cutting down on the time between coding a defect, finding, and then fixing the defect saves enormous amounts of
time and money.
Not to mention the quality that gets baked into the code!
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Let’s push it. Let’s get to areas where testing becomes more difficult.
Testing becomes really tough when there are systems that we depend on to be present, or be present in a
particular state.
Examples of such depended upon systems are database backends, web services, 3rd party packages, and so on.
Having these systems may be tough because of things like:
Non deterministic results. Alarm clocks are designed to show the actual time of day. That means that
depending on when you run your test, you will get different results. Do you want to test that your alarm
clock goes off at 3AM by doing your testing at 3AM? Especially if you have to be there?
A manual dependency. Do you want a person to have to negotiate the user interface appropriately to get
to the section of code that you want to test? I’ll bet that they make a mistake every now and again, too!
An existence dependency. What do you do when you have to test your code before the code for the
system that you depended on isn’t completed?
A state dependency. How will you ensure that the database is in a state to do the test that you want to
perform? Do you have to manually probe the database to see if you can find test cases from the data that
may or may not be in the database?
A cost constraint. How often do you think you will run a test of your system programmed to buy a block
of Google shares when that purchase costs $60K on the NASDAQ?
A time constraint. If running all of the tests takes 3 hours, because there are 5000 tests running against
remoted web services and a sluggish database, how many times will you run the tests? Probably not
every time that the code changes!

What’s a mother to do?
How about this? Use Object Oriented principles and stop depending on concrete implementations! Depend on
interfaces instead! And then write specialized implementations that get rid of the dependencies and constraints of
the depended upon systems!
For example. Have a sluggish Oracle database (and who doesn’t)? Write a tiny hashmap based implementation
that does just enough to hook into your Data Access Objects! At worst, you could just use a SQLite or HSQLDB inmemory database and speed things up an order of magnitude!!
Or, write an interface to the alarm clock program. And have it answer the question of “what time is it?” with
02:59:59, followed by 03:00:00. Run the tests anytime!
Or, write an implementation for that NASDAQ web service that mimics the trade, but doesn’t hit your brokerage
account.
Use your imagination.
Because if we can’t write and run a test, that’s bad. We have code that we can’t trust. And even if we have a test,
but that test takes a lot of time or money, then we will tend not to run the test. And if we don’t run the tests, then
it’s analogous to the answer of the question “If a test fails in the forest, but no one is present to see the test fail,
does the code crash?”
But that manual assertion issue for running user interfaces is a tough one to get past. After all, user interfaces use
the word “USER” in them because they expect a person in the middle.
But we can break that dependency, too.
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As I just said, user interfaces are tough because they require a person to click the mouse and touch the keyboard.
They can be even tougher when we have things like web applications, which require results to work correctly on
many different types of browsers using different rendering toolkits and Javascript implementations, each specific
to the browser brand and platform that you run on.
Oy vey!
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Selenium is an open source suite of tools that enable web application testing across multiple platforms.
Selenium is really three or four projects in one: Selenium Core, Selenium IDE, Selenium Remote Control, and
Selenium Grid.
Selenium Core uses HTML and JavaScript to simulate user actions and retrieve results in a browser.
Selenium IDE is a FireFox extension that allows for easy record and playback of selenium scripts.
Selenium Remote Control uses a real language, such as Python, Ruby, Java, Perl, or the .NET CLR languages to
launch commands against the Selenium Server, which then uses JavaScript to control the browser of your choice
and allow you to check the results.
Selenium is the user interface tester of choice for web applications because it works in the same world as the user
does: the browser. It can deal with the issues that a user faces, such as Ajax, and never give the tester a hard time
to make things happen.
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Using the Selenium IDE plugin for Firefox, you can record a script of interactions that you have with your browser
for a testing scenario. If you desire, you can replay this script in the future to ensure that the script still produces
the interactions that you saw when the script was recorded.
You can also use that script, or simply write your own steps in the language of your choice for automated
interactions in the Selenium RC framework.
Here, we are looking at a sequence of clicks and keys that fill in a browser form and check the results after the
“Process” button is clicked.
The “browser” object that you see has already been instantiated before this portion of code was generated, with a
type of browser (IE, Safari, Firefox, etc) and a platform (a machine running OSX 10.6.7 or Windows 7 SP2, etc) in it’s
constructor.
We can then run this test in the unit test framework (or otherwise) and collect the results (which are easy to
automate and report on) again and again. To reduce the time that it would take to run the tests across a number
of machines and browser types, we can also employ Selenium Grid.
It’s just that easy!
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We want to make sure that we can make changes to the code and ensure that the development hasn’t broken
functionality.
We want to find mistakes as soon as we can after they happen (we are using humans, after all). When we find
them quickly, the cost of defect remediation is low because we catch the problem early.
We want to ensure that we can make changes to the requirements and ensure that the change hasn’t broken
functionality. Same issues as the last one, only this time the requirements person “broke the system”.
We want to ensure that the requirements are current with the code (nothing is worse than an out of date
requirement getting implemented and trying to figure out why things aren’t working anymore). This is the
challenge of requirements management, and can result in such unfortunate heavyweight activities as
Requirements Traceability, if we aren’t careful! Using executable requirements and making them our real
requirements is the key to that!
We also want to have the ability to refactor our code fearlessly at any point to make for a better implementation
and/or design, and ensure that we haven’t broken anything.
And, finally, we would like to be able to quickly take a reading and see how “done” the project is. Because a hard
metric is much better than Gannt charts and other guesses!
How do we do that?
“I want to say one word to you. Just one word.”
“Yes, sir”
“Are you listening?”
“Yes, I am.”

“Automation”
“Just how do you mean that, sir?”
Well, it worked better when Walter Brooke and Dustin Hoffman did that in The Graduate…
But, let’s talk about automation using my favorite automation tool – TeamCity.
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Continuous Integration servers implement many types of automation useful for code development.
They work in conjunction with the code repository of your choice to create CRISP integration environments.
CRISP is an acronym coined by Mike Clark in his book “Pragmatic Project Automation”, which stands for
Complete
Repeatable
Informative
Schedulable
Portable
I’m not here to sell you TeamCity, which is free for small teams, anyway.
Nor am I here today to give you a course on Continuous Integration (even though that is the way that any
team that believes in quality code should go).
I will tell you, though, what CRISP is, how it applies to testing, and why you should consider doing
something in this space.
A complete build is one that is taken from first principles. All the code is compiled and built. Databases
are treated like code, built from their schemas, and loaded with everything needed to get them ready for
testing and/or deployment. All deployment packages are built from scratch. Why? So we can be certain
that we know that what we’re testing from is the right stuff.
Which brings us to what a repeatable build is. Once we can perform a complete build, we should be able
to build the code (and tests) from any repository version. In effect, we have a time machine. We normally
build from the most current version, but we can always go back to a previous and stable version, should
we have to.

Informative builds give us the ability to not have to sift through reams of logs, statistics, and so on to find
out what we need to know. If the build and all the tests are good, maybe a simple green light needs show
up in our taskbar. Or maybe we send out a summary eMail to the interested parties showing the final
results. Should we need to examine a failure, we should be able to get to the failure, examine the
problem, and move quickly on to a resolution.
Schedulable builds mean just that. They should be triggerable (such as when code gets checked in, or
when a depended upon component gets rebuilt. They should be able to work like alarm and go off when
we say so. Perhaps an entire regression suite takes 6 hours to run, and we don’t want to wait 6 hours for
each and every check-in. So, we trigger a set of quick tests, such as unit tests, to run on code check-in,
and then have the full blown regression suite run every night at midnight, so the results are ready when
we get in the next morning. We may even want to manually trigger a build, such as a deployment, to fire
off only when we push the big red button.
Portable builds allow us to use a familiar set of automation tools across platforms and environments.
It just so happens that TeamCity does all of that, plus a bunch more. It has the unique ability to allow
people to do a conditional check-in to trigger a build, but then actually perform the real code commit only
if the tests are favorable. It acts as an orchestration tool, allowing grid computing from within your
organization, or even in the Amazon EC2 grid, to parallelize portions of the build across many machines.
It has an easy to use web interface to program the server and observe results. And much, much more.
But, as I said, while I love TeamCity, I’m not interested in selling it to you.
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This is the level of complexity that you have to deal with in a typical configuration task for TeamCity.
Here, I’m setting up a build step that will run using a Nant script that I built already.
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The beauty of TeamCity is that it runs things like tests (imagine me bringing that up for this talk!) and does not
require you to push buttons and observe results to see what’s right and what’s wrong.
Here, we’re looking at the FitNesse results that I showed you before, when I ran them by hand.
Look Mom, no hands!
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Some more tests that were automatically run, and their results collected and made available in association with
the rest of the build.
We see that the Selenium tests all passed. Quickly and easily, since we all know that green is good!
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One item that I didn’t speak to today, but is still very important, is the concept of metrics.
TeamCity understands a number of important metrics right out of the box.
What we’re seeing is my test code coverage metrics. Pretty good, with a very few exceptions. I can talk my way
out of those in the TDD and Automation classes that I teach…
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Just another slide of a TeamCity metric that is a huge win, right out of the box.
The biggest reason for refactoring is duplication in the code. There are a number of badnesses that duplication
leads to.
And duplication is hard to find when you aren’t the person that wrote the code. Actually, duplication can be hard
to find even if you ARE the person that wrote the code.
This is an example of duplication found in a C# program that I wrote. I specifically tried to hide the duplication by
massaging the normal inheritance mechanism that we all love to use – clipboard inheritance. The duplicate finder
in TeamCity is smart enough to look through the C# IL code, and can find instances of duplication that would
normally escape the eye.
So, with all of this said, let’s quickly conclude the Three Faces of Testing and get on to the question and answer
section…
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Yes. As you can see, we are now looking at the end.
Hopefully, you found some insights into things that you’ve already run into. Maybe, there’s some small amount of
idea gestation going on.
I’ll say one final thing about what I do day to day in Agile training and coaching. I’ve had lots of jobs in the
software development field since I began my career. But nothing has been quite as satisfying as this training and
coaching work. Training and coaching actually puts me in the line of fire. It allows me to think on my feet, and find
unique solutions to problems that are otherwise enigmatic. It allows me to be creative, and challenge people to do
the same.
And it allows me to thank you for listening to me for all this time.
Thank you!

